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• Model

expresses

where ² is 0-mean, ¾2 –variance Gaussian random 

variable, extended to n outcomes by independence:

equipped with standard (Gaussian/Inverse Gamma) 
priors on ¯, ¾2

Bayesian Linear Regression Model
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Raftery et al. ‘96
Bayes Factor Model Selection

is k maximizing a posteriori probability

Bayes Factor Model Selection

is k maximizing a posteriori probability

is prior

are priors

Experiment: Model Selection for 

Polynomial Regression

• Model instantiated to 

• Let’s experiment to see what happens if data are 

sampled from following “true” distribution:

• Note: model is (for now!) correct

Y =

kX

j=0

¯jX
j + ²

Xi » Unif.[¡1;1]; i.i.d.
Yi = 0+ ²i; ²i » Normal(0;1); i.i.d.
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Experiment

• Model instantiated to 

• Let’s experiment to see what happens if data are 

sampled from following “true” distribution:

• Note: model is (for now!) correct

• ...and Bayes works perfectly well, selects 0-degree 

model after just a few outcomes and keeps on doing 

so for ever

Y =

kX

j=0

¯jX
j + ²

Xi » Unif.[¡1;1]; i.i.d.
Yi = 0+ ²i; ²i » Normal(0;1); i.i.d.

Experiment

• Model instantiated to 

• Let’s experiment to see what happens if data are 

sampled from following “true” distribution:

• At each i, we independently toss a fair coin

• if coin lands heads, as before:

• if tails, we generate an easy example (“in-lier”)

Y =

kX

j=0

¯jX
j + ²

Xi » Unif.[¡1;1]; i.i.d.
Yi = 0+ ²i; ²i » Normal(0;1); i.i.d.

(Xi; Yi) = (0;0)

Risk Graph

Risk measured in Expected Squared Loss on a new outcome

¾2 = 1=20! 1=40 = 0:025

Important Remark

• If nr of basis functions is finite, then problem 

does go away at some point

• Real issue is; if we take an infinite nr of 

basis functions (e.g. polynomials of all 

degree)

• Bayes converges straight away if model 

correct

• Bayes never converges if model contains 

50% easy points
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Important Remarks - II

• We proved (with J. Langford, ISBA Valencia ‘06, 

Machine Learning ‘07) similar behavior for Bayes in 

classification problem. For regression we have no 

mathematical proof, but experiments are convincing

• Problem has nothing to do with choice of 

polynomials as basis functions; same behaviour 

observed e.g. if 

• Problem persists if we choose regression function in, 

say,      rather than       and if easy points not at

• Problem persists in Ridge Regression setting 

Xi = (Xi1; : : : ;Xik);Xij i.i.d. » N(0;1)

X = 0M4 M0

Important Remarks - III

• Problem has nothing to do with well-known 

problematic behaviour of squared loss under 

outliers: we have in-liers rather than out-liers

• KL-divergence vs. Squared Risk/L2

KL and Squared Error Risk

• If Bayes posterior concentrates at all in misspecified

setting, it concentrates in terms of Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence

i.e. for large n, posterior puts 1-± of its mass on 

distributions P with 

where ±,²!0   (Kleijn & Van der Vaart ‘06, Walker; others)

• Since KL divergence not the same as squared error 

risk , perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised that Bayes 

performs badly in terms of it? 

KL and Squared Error Risk

• Since KL divergence not the same as squared error 

risk , in general we shouldn’t be surprised that Bayes 

performs badly in terms of squared error risk…

• …but in our experiment, we use a model such that for 
arbitrary distributions      on            , all ¾2   

KL and Squared Error Risk

• Since KL divergence not the same as squared error 

risk , in general we shouldn’t be surprised that Bayes 

performs badly in terms of squared error risk…

• …but in our experiment, we use a model such that for 
arbitrary distributions      on            , all ¾2   

KL and Squared Error Risk

• Since KL divergence not the same as squared error 

risk , in general we shouldn’t be surprised that Bayes 

performs badly in terms of squared error risk…

• …but in our experiment, we use a model such that for 

arbitrary distributions      on  

Therefore,  bad risk performance of 

Bayes is really surprising if you believe 

‘folk theorem’ that ‘if model wrong, Bayes 

concentrates on distribution in model 

that is closest to truth in KL sense!’
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¼(µ j data) / ( p(data j µ) ) ¢ ¼(µ)

¼(µ j data) / e¡´lossµ(data) ¢ ¼(µ)

1. Bayesian inference with misspecification

2. On-Line Prediction ; PAC-Bayes ; Lasso/Ridge

¼(µ j data) / ( p(data j µ) ) ¢ ¼(µ)

¼(µ j data) / e¡´lossµ(data) ¢ ¼(µ)

Linear regression can be interpreted both ways!

1. Bayesian inference with misspecification

2. On-Line Prediction ; PAC-Bayes ; Lasso/Ridge

¼(µ j data) / ( p(data j µ) ) ¢ ¼(µ)

¼(µ j data) / e¡´lossµ(data) ¢ ¼(µ)

can fail dramatically

can fail dramatically if    set to 1/(2variance)´

1. Bayesian inference with misspecification

2. On-Line Prediction ; PAC-Bayes ; Lasso/Ridge

¼(µ j data) / ( p(data j µ) ) ¢ ¼(µ)

¼(µ j data) / e¡´lossµ(data) ¢ ¼(µ)

With classification (0/1) loss, ´ often set to            

or determined by ‘Tsybakov exponent’

1=
p
n

can fail dramatically

1. Bayesian inference with misspecification

2. On-Line Prediction ; PAC-Bayes ; Lasso/Ridge 

¼(µ j data) / e¡´lossµ(data) ¢ ¼(µ)

can fail dramatically with ´ = 1

Still o.k. for some much smaller ´ (e.g. Zhang, 06). 

But which one? 

(setting ´ too small leads to overly slow learning)

With classification (0/1) loss, ´ often set to           

O.K for adversarial data, but in practice

larger ´ usually much better!  But which ones? 

1=
p
n

¼(µ j data) / ( p(data j µ) )´ ¢ ¼(µ)
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Explanation of the Issue via  

Bayesian Model Selection

• Standard definition of Bayesian marginal distribution 
given model :

• Standard Bayes factor model selection: given a  

collection of models                      , select model     

with maximum marginal likelihood 

pBayes(Y
n j k) :

M1; : : : ;MK

pBayes(Y
n j k)

Mk

=

Z

µ
pµ(Y

n)¼(µ j k)dµ

The Product Rule

• Obviously we have, for every 𝑘,  

• The higher the product of predictive densities 

assigned to successive outcomes, the more model 𝑘
is favoured!

• Related to Dawid’s  ‘prequential interpretation’ of 

BMS (Dawid, 1984, G., 2007)

What’s going on?

• Let’s do BMS between       and      

• Suppose simple model contains best KL-

approximation to the ‘truth’. 

• Normally, overfitting is compensated for (and BMS 

tends to select simple model) because prior on 

distributions in        needs to spread out its mass over 

a much larger (50-dimensional) space...                 

(Bayesian Occam’s Razor, MDL Principle)

What’s going on?

• Let’s do BMS between       and      

• Suppose simple model contains best KL-

approximation to the ‘truth’. 

• Normally, overfitting is compensated for (and BMS 

tends to select simple model) because prior on 

distributions in        needs to spread out its mass over 

a much larger (50-dimensional) space...                 

(Bayesian Occam’s Razor, MDL Principle)

• But under misspecification the predictive densities 

can behave in a way that counteracts this....

Answer: Bayes goes Beyond 

Model

• Bayes predictive distribution steps outside model       

e.g. in our example it predicts with (infinite) mixture of 
Gaussians rather than Gaussian

Variance of Bayes Predictive 

Distribution
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Bad Misspecification

model

“truth”

Bayes goes Beyond Model

• Bayes predictive distribution may at some (or many) 
sample sizes be a mixture of distributions that are all 
very ‘bad’ (large KL div to truth) whereas mixture itself 
is good (smaller KL than best distribution in model!) 

• RESULT: if the model is wrong, then the Bayes 
marginal likelihood (product of  predictive densities) 
may assign much higher likelihood to the data  than the 
best distribution (in KL divergence) in the model

• Complex model wins even though it’s ‘worse’! 

Cumulative log-loss of Bayes 
predictive, ´ = 1

Bayes is ‘too good’! Bad and Good Misspecification

model

“truth”

If probability models are 

convex, this won’t happen!

(but most models, including 

regression models, aren’t 

convex in this sense...) 

Bad and Good Misspecification Theory

• By making the learning rate smaller, you 

decrease the amount by which the predictive 

distribution can outperform the best 

distribution in the model!

• SafeBayes (G. 2011, 2014) is a way to 

provably learn the optimal learning rate 

from the data
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Bayesian Model Selection, again

• Standard definition of Bayesian marginal distribution 
given model :

• Standard Bayes factor model selection: given a  

collection of models                      , select model     

with maximum marginal likelihood 

pBayes(Y
n j k) :

Pk

M1; : : : ;MK

pBayes(Y
n j k)

Mk

=

Z

µ
pµ(Y

n)¼(µ j k)dµ

Prequential MDL Interpretation of BMS

• For arbitrary distributions

• In particular 

¡ log pBayes(Y
n j k) =

nX

i=1

¡ log pBayes(Yi j Y i¡1; k)

¡ log p(Y n) =

nX

i=1

¡ log p(Yi j Y i¡1)

Minus log likelihood = 

sum of logarithmic prediction errors

Dawid ’84, Rissanen ‘84

The Most Important Slide

• For arbitrary distributions

• In particular 

¡ log pBayes(Y
n j k) =

nX

i=1

¡ log pBayes(Yi j Y i¡1; k)

¡ log p(Y n) =

nX

i=1

¡ log p(Yi j Y i¡1)

Bayes factor model selection selects the model that, when used 

for sequential prediction, minimizes sum of log prediction errors 

(validation, but forward instead of leave-one-out-cross) 

Dawid ’84, Rissanen ‘84

Prequential MDL Interpretation of 

Bayes Model Selection

with 

Bayes model selection: select k minimizing 

¡ log pBayes(Y
n j k) =

nX

i=1

¡ log pBayes(Yi j Y i¡1; k)

nX

i=1

¡ logEµ»¼jY i¡1;k[pµ(Yi)]

= Eµ»¼jY i¡1;k[pµ(Yi)]

Dawid ’84, Rissanen ‘84

pBayes(Yi j Y i¡1; k) =

Z

µ
pµ(Yi)¼(µ j Y i¡1; k)dµ

The Generalized Posterior

• Bayes with learning rate   : 

predict using generalized posterior

´

¼(µ j yi; ´) / (pµ(y
i))´ ¢ ¼(µ)

Generalized posterior: Vovk (’90), Barron & Cover 

(’91), Hjorth, Walker (’99), McAllester (’03), ...

From Bayesian to Safe Bayesian

• First idea (which does not yet work): in analogy to Bayes factor 
model selection, find     minimizing´

nX

i=1

¡ logEµ»¼jY i¡1;´ [pµ(Yi)]
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From Bayesian to Safe Bayesian

• First idea (which does not yet work): in analogy to Bayes factor 
model selection, find     minimizing

• Instead we look for    minimizing:

´

nX

i=1

¡ log p¹µi¡1
(Yi) with ¹µi¡1 = Eµ»¼jY i¡1;´[µ]:

nX

i=1

¡ logEµ»¼jY i¡1;´ [pµ(Yi)]

´

Risk Graph Revisited

Risk measured in Expected Squared Loss on a new outcome

BMS vs SafeBayes

• Bayesian model selection of 𝑘: pick model 

such that a particular sequence of mixtures 

of model elements has small logarithmic 

prediction error 

• Safe Bayesian selection of 𝜂: pick 𝜂 such 

that subsequent predictive densities each of 

which must lie inside model give small 

prediction error 

SafeBayes and FOCUS

• If we are interested in log-loss prediction (as 

e.g. in data compression interpretations) 

then no need for SafeBayes: 𝜂 = 1 is fine!

• So why use SafeBayes!?

• For example, because we want the 

posterior to concentrate around the single 

‘best’ distribution 

• Or, in our case, because we are interested 

in squared error predictions!

SafeBayes and FOCUS

• So why use SafeBayes!?

• For example, because we want the 

posterior to concentrate around the single 

‘best’ distribution 

• Or, in our case, because we are interested 

in squared error predictions!

• But what if we are interested in a different 

loss function (or, e.g., in learning the 

median!?) 

Suggestion (Highly Preliminary)

• Generalized Bayes so far: 
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Suggestion (Highly Preliminary)

• Generalized Bayes so far: 

• But if focus is e.g. median, better take:  

• Reason: 𝜂 makes sure we converge to distribution 

closest in KL divergence to truth; extra factor in 

likelihood ensures that this target distribution gives a 

correct impression of median

Suggestion (Highly Preliminary)

• Generalized Bayes so far: 

• But if focus is e.g. median, better take:  

• See (Grünwald, 2016), Comment on Paper by 

Watson and Holmes, to appear in Stat. Science

Main Result as a Slogan

• “Generalized Bayes is great...

...once you know the right learning rate”

• “Safe Bayes is great...

...even if you don’t know the learning rate”

Main Result as a Slogan

• “Generalized Bayes is great...

...once you know the right learning rate”

• “Safe Bayes is great...

...even if you don’t know the learning rate”

Paper (Preliminary Report): G. and T. van Ommen, Inconsistency 

of Bayesian Inference for Misspecified Linear Models, and a 

Proposal for Repairing It http://arxiv.org/abs/1412.3730

Thank you for your attention!

Extra Material Bad and Good Misspecification

model
Standard Bayes can exploit bad misspecification to get 

small KL risk; Safe Bayes cannot

http://arxiv.org/abs/1412.3730
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What are these “right” learning rates? 

• Model     of distributions correct or convex: 

–

• Model     of predictors

– mixable loss function, eg.squared, logistic loss,  
support of     under      bounded:

(Vovk ‘90)

– 0/1-loss, if             satisfies Tsybakov-Mammen 
margin condition then (Audibert ’04)

P

´crit = c > 0

H

Y P ¤

´crit = 1

(P¤;H)

´crit ³ n¡®; for some ® 2 [0;1=2]


